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UCF continues action to comply with Tiiie IX
D The women's
athletic budget will
receive an additional
$300,00 next year.
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

lations. The former graduate student set in motion a process that will
eventually lead to additional funding for women's athletics and a cut
in funding for men's sports.
What Title IX boils down to
is a numbers game. The Athletic
Department's 1993-94 estimated
budget for men's sports is just over
$1.6 million, -while the budget for

As UCF's football program
gets ready for NCAA Division I-A
competition in 1996, the momentum has been overshadowed by a
federal investigation into the Athletic Department's gender equity
scorecard. And after dozens of onci te investigations over the last several months by officials at the Department of Education's Office of
Civil Rights, UCF anxiously awaits
the OCR's "Letter of Findings"
which will critique the Athletic
Department's gender equity plans
and set the guidelines for compliance.
The rarely enforced federal
law, known as Title IX, requires
educational institutions receiving
federal aid to comply with specific
gender equity standards. Compliance with the law is checked when
as few as one complaint is filed. So
far, almost all complaints filed have
resulted in athletics departments
adjusting their budgets to provide
equal opportunities and resources
for women's sports.
That's exactly what Jayne
Surdy ka had in mind when she filed
a complaint last December charging UCF with flagrant Title IX via-

•

Women make up about 53 percent
of the UCF student body.
But Title IX has to. do with
morethanjustgenderequityinfunding and athletic scholarships. It covers the entire machination of the
athletic budget, from coaching benefits to facilities to academic support services, all the way to the
gender make-up of the athletic ad-

Future graphic/Ellison

ministration. And the AD' s three
inch thick report and proposals for
compliance deals with all aspects of
the legal requirements, all to be
phased in within the next few years.
When Steve Sloan took over
as athletic director in 1993, he saw
an immediate need to address the
gender inequities in the athletic programs. For the last few months he
has supervised the OCR probe
and drawn up a .plan to achieve
equity between male and female
sports. "We think that the OCR
will accept our plan," he said.
Additionally, Sloan hired
Mary Joy Kaufman as UCF's
first female assistant athletic director. She will supervise both
women's athletics and problems
centered around gender equity.
Already she's finding herself
amid conflicting demands and
expectations.
"}Iowmuchmoney is budgeted for recruiting purposes and
coaches' salaries is a sensitive
area because some would argue
that a lot of the men who coach
sports have a lot more experience," Kaufman said. "And, as a
result, [they] might have teams ·
that win more and therefore
should earn more."
"Those who debate that
say women have been socialized
to not have these kinds of expectations and therefore possibly
weren't greatly involved in sports
because they were encouraged
See TITLE IX, page 3

lack of funding may end Distinguished Lecture Series
by ALYCIA

SEV~RSON

Staff writer

•

women's sports is $466,903. A total
of 163 male athletes received partial
or full scholarships totalling 97 full
scholarships, while 72 female athletes shared 43 scholarships. Football alone awarded 62 scholarships.
To comply with gender equity regulations, a school has to budget athletics proportional to the gender
make-up of the student body.

Many people were shocked
to discover that UCF President
Dr. John Hitt recently discontinued the university's anticipated
$30,000 contribution to the Distinguished Lecture Series program.
Maya Anagelou, Robert
Fulgam, General Norman
Schwarzkopf, Janet Reno and John
Grisham were a few names on a
list of tentative feature speakers
the Distinguished Lectures Advisory Committee considered inviting to UCF as a part of their 199495 series.
However, it is virtually impossible to secure lectures from
any of these people without the
funds to pay them with.
"We were excited about
moving forward," said Dr. Ken-

neth Lawson, Chairperson of the
DLAC. "We didn't anticipate
the funds being cut."
In a recent memo, Hitt informed this committee that "no
money was earmarked in the
budget for this purpose," because the DLAC did not submit
their budget requests "in a timely
manner."
However, the 1994-95
Student Activity and Service Fee
Budget, signed by Hitt this past
April, does allocate funds for
the program.
According to this budget,
which cannot be altered without
a bill, "the Student Government
will allocate $30,000 for the Distinguished Lecture Series if
President Hitt provides $30,000
for this same purpose."
Last Sunday, as a method
of formal protest, the SG wrote
a resolution to Hitt which re-

Soundgarden pla) s the Edge- review page A3

quested that he reallocate the
funds to the program.
Nicki Penne, the SG Director of Public Speakers, said
she is quite upset about Hitt's
decision and said that the SG will
work to provide the additional
funds this program needs. "Many
students are disappointed about
this, they enjoy the lectures,"
Penne said." I feel like the rug has
been pulled out from under our
feet-we have about two weeks
to come up with $30,000 from
somewhere."
However, Hitt said that the
$30,000 provided last year came
from the "University Special
Projects Budget," which is funded
on a year-to-year basis, and that
he received no request to fund the
DLS until the budget "was virtually completed." He added that
the program "struck me as having very mixed quality."

Since the stipulations in the
Activity and Service fee budget
cannot simply be changed by SG,
it must write a new bill and get it
passed before it can give the
program its $30,000 contribution.
As a result of this dilemma, another DLS committee
was formed which consists of
student members only.
"The funds are ours, so we
decided to choose who the speakers will be," said Miguel
Torregrossa , SG Director of
Governmental Affairs and member of both the student and university DLAC. "We want one
solid speaker to get word of the
DLS's notoriety back to the administration," he said. "We are
also going to petition the
President's office to let him know
that we believe the program
should be continued."

Karen Brown, previous director of the DLS, said she was
sorry to hear that funds were cut
off at such an early stage. This is
the third year UCF has offered the
DLS program. Last year, it won
the Campus Activities Board's
program of the year award which,
according to Brown, is a rare
achievement for any lecture series.
"This program is something
an institution of higher learning
should have,'' Brown said. "UCF
should not take a back seat to
other state universities that have
even more costly programs than
ours."
Brown also mentioned that
some administrators have criticized the DLAC for being more
concerned with name recognition
than academics. However, in the
See LECTURE, page 3
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Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Toke 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park.
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TIME

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

4:00AM
7:00 AM

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

TIME

Music through the Night

Record Shelf

4:00 AM

WUCFMoming

7:00 AM

WUCFJazz

•

Morring
7:55AM
8:00 AM
8:15 AM
9:00 AM

Quirks and

Letter from America

Quarks

America & lhe World

Hispanic Show

Cleveland City

Tech

Audition

Club Forum

Nation

..

Performance

11:00 AM
12:00 PM

Music a

12:30 PM

the Emerald Isle

1:00 PM

NPR Pia yhouse

Sou1dprint

The Indian Show

2:00 PM

Wade in

--

8:15 AM

Jazz on the Beach

11:00 AM
12:00 PM

The Italian

Softwar&'Hardtalk

American Reader

12:30 PM

The Jewish

Dialogue

1:00 PM

the Water

Show

Hour

WUCF Spotlight

NPR World

E-Town

Afropq:> Wa1dwide

Brazilian HolX

Sandy Bradley's Potluck

Rhythm Revue

of Opera

2:00 PM
3:00 PM

Afternoon

5:00 PM

Sport and Society

On~

6:00 PM

Folk Sampler

Jazz After Hours

7:00 PM

The Blues Show

Prime lime Jazz

Blues Before

4:00 PM

Sunrise

5:00 PM

(after the opera)

5:51 PM

Blues on

7:00 PM

Saturday

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

Reggae Refledions

11:00 PM
12:00 AM

•

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

10:00 PM

..

1:30 PM

WUCFin the

5:51 PM

•

10:00 AM

Today

Crossroads

The Bluegrass Show

8:00 AM

9:00 AM

-.

I

7:55 AM

BBC Outlook
New letters on the Air Rci:>ertlJames Exchange

3:00 PM
4:00 PM

Auoiophile

BBC Newshour

10:00 AM

1:30 PM

Sport and Society

On Books
ClubdelSol

Jazz from Lincoln Center

Four Queens Jazz

Riverwalk Jazz

Knight Rock
Knight Rod<

Jazzset

McPartland's Piano Jazz

Bluesstage

Living in

IWJht Rock "

the 80s

10:00 PM
11:00 PM

.
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12:00 AM

2:00 AM

2:00 AM

4:00 AM

4:00 AM
'
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• "EARTH AND SKY" airs Monday through Friday at 12:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm.
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Not everyone satisfied with UCF's gender equity progress
mLE IX, from page 1

..

•

•

to seek other outlets," Kaufman
added.
When discussing increaed
funding for women's athletics, the
question of interest and intensity of
competition arises. Will .the community be interested in female football? If, as Title IX requires, equal
budgets for the sports marketing are
put into place, willitresultin higher
community participation in
women's sports ? Should sports be
amarket-drivenenterprise? According to Title IX, the answer is no.
''I think Title IX is concerned
about fairness, not the market,"
added Sloan.
So what is the Athletic Department going to do to even the
playing field ? Some of the changes
will include increasing the budget

for women's sports to $779,846;
dropping men's track; increasing
women's volleyball grants from
eight to 12; increasing funding for
women's basketball; cutting the
number of "walk-ons" allowed to
participate on the football team to
110 or less, down from 125.
Dr. John Hitt, the president of
UCF, believes the OCR will accept
Sloan's plan. In a written response,
said that he endorses Steve Sloan's
plan. He also said he does not think
Title IX will encourage other minorities, like African- or HispanicAmericans, to seek a similar law
equalizing the opportunities and
budgets based on the minority makeup of a university, becuase their
rights are protected by the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and other federal
and state statutes. ButJayne Surdyka
·is not impressed. As the complain tee,

Pine Harbor Apartments

she will receive a copy of the plan
and the "Letter of Findings" from
the OCR once it is finalized. Asked
whether she accepts what has been
put forth so far, she said: ''My opinion is absolutely no. If you saw the
statistics from the paper [The Orlando Sentinel] ...they're giving the
men $700,000extra next year; that's
more money then the whole
women's program [recieves]." According to Surdyka, women's athletics haven't been given the chance
to grow and prosper. She said she is
encouraging female athletes to sue
in federal court for equality.
"Someone told me the other
day 'Gee Jayne, it's getting better;~
yes, I agree, getting $700,000 is
better than $400,000, but when you
deserve $2 million, no way."
The OCR' s findings are due
August or September.

SG protests the ·denial of matching funds for series
From LECTURE, page 1

past, this committee has worked
to offer a blend of both concepts.
"It'is difficult to do with a
commuter c' mpus," Brown
said. "We nee l name recognition to motiva e our students to
dri.ve back to the campus, but
we also want to offer an informative lecture."
Last year, in an attempt to
appeal to UCF' s diverse student
population, the series included
a lecture by Marlin Fitzwater, a
debate on abortion between
feminist theorists Phyl.Jis

Schlafly and Sarah Weddington,
The DLS may be able to
as well as a theatrical tete-a-tete secure two prominent speakers
between Danny Glover and Felix with the funds provided by the
Justice.
SG, but must act quickly. Most
The lectures also drew speakers on the lecture circuit need
people from the local community to be booked up to a year in advance.
as well as UCF last year. Similar
Alternatives to advanced
programs at other state universi- planning include a wait list for
ties have taken a "community ap- university lecture cancellations or
proach" and most have expanded short term planning for "hot topic"
their programs due to local coi:po- speakers who are less prominent.
rate sponsors.
Right now, all plans for both
"The more community the student and university DLACs
sponsorship we have, the better are at a standstill. Members hope
our program will become," said that President Hitt will make some
Lawson. "But first the program _ kind of resolution to the budget for
must gain more community rec- the funds he previously resolved to
ognition."
allocate.
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Call now or stop by!

Open
Mon-Fri. 9:00-6:00
Sat. 10:00-5:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00

823-7100
10600 Bloomfield Dr.
Orlando, Fl. 32825

-Instant Cash
•Fast Hassle Free Loans on
almost anything
•No Credit Checks
•No Applications
•Bargains on Unclaimed
Merchandise
•Jewelry Repair~
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D Cat club hosts show
The Action Center Cat
Club will hostlheAnnual Awards
Cat Show on Aug. 20-21 at the
Radisson Hotel near the Orlando
International Airport. The show
honors top winning cats from the
U.S. and Canada each year. The
theme this year is "Adventures in
Meow-terSpace." Admission: $3.
Details: 862-8309.

D No Casinos, Inc.

•

No Casinos in Florida, Inc.,
recently formed to oppose legalized gambling in Florida. Gov.
Lawton Chiles also recently stated
his opposition to legalized gambling. The group believes that legalized gambling will create social problems and problems for
existing businesses. The group is
looking for volunteers. Details:
1-800-8 NO DICE.

O Base closing helps home·
less
The Coalition for the Homeless of Central Florida will use
some of the space at the Navel
Training Center for programs to
help the homeless. A residential
treatment center for chemically
dependent persons and a transitional housing area for families
and single persons are among the
proposed uses.

0 Absentee ballots delayed
The mailing of absentee bal-

•••••••••••••••
•
Got a news tip?
•
lots for Orange county voters has
been delayed because of the large
number of state candidates has
prevented the ballots from being
certified. The ballots, scheduled
to be mailed today, will be mailed
out as soon as possible. .

•

823-8192._ /

D Volunteer opportun~
Florida Hospital Altamonte
is seeking volunteers to work in
various areas. Details: (407) 8304321, ext. 1202 between 8:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.rn. Monday through
Friday.

(•J

®

Broadway Pawn & Jewelry
~-~'-;:-::-::-::-:::"."::'.~t----i
Oveido Plaza
365-4476
Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm

ARBOUR VILLAGE APARTMENTS

ti ill•] 3 ~ i I\'' C•l'A =I I~ 1-i :J :Ci3 ~ --.1
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

D Poll help wanted
Hundreds of poll workers
are needed for primary elections
on Sept. 8 and Oct. 4 and for the
general election on Nov. 8. Interested persons must be registered
to vote in Orange Country. Details: Maria Mejia, 836-20/0.

•

•••••••••••••••
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•Private Clubhouse
•2 pools & sauna
•Complete fitness center
•Sand volleyball court
•Lighted tennis court
•Lighted .basketball court
•2 laundry facilities

•Breakfast bars
•25 acres of wooded atmosphere
•Generous closet space
•Window coverings
•Fully equipped kithens
•Minutes from UCF
•Laser bus right to school
•24 hour emergency maintenance

Directions: Fron University Blvd., turn
right on Alafay~ Trail, on the right. Or
from Hwy. 50 (east), turn left on Alafaya
Trail, on the left.

Office Hours:
M-F 9-6; Sat. 10-4;
Sun. 12-5

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll-feel comfortable· wit.h.

I'am Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treat·
ments and comfortable care for over eight years.
And I'd like you to experience my personalized
care, too. So please accept my offer for a
.tf
complete dental exam for only $24, an $89
value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. students with Valid I.D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Ccrtilil!d: Dental Implant Prosth.:tics
Mcmhcr: Amcncan Dental Asso..iation
Academy of General Deotistry. Academy for
Sp'orts Dentistry. Florida Dental Association.
Greater Orlando Dental Society
Team Dentist: University or Central Florida

$24 complete dental exam and consulta~ion
{an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
·for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
.(all today, because this offer ends 12/30/94

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Dri,·e, Orlando. FL 3281
(Corner of Hwy. 50 and Abfaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101
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Pro-life leaders need
to stress non-violen
What a strange irony it is when a medical doctor,
who has taken an oath to save lives, cannot even save his
own by wearing a bulletproof vest Yet this is exactly what
happened when Paul Hill, a former Presbyterian minister,
shot and killed Dr. John Bayard last Friday.
Hill, who for years had been an outspoken
advocate of killing doctors who perform abortions in order
to "save" lives, finally made good on his promise when he
killed Bayard and an associate outside a Pensacola abortion
clinic. Somehow though his distorted interpretations of the
scriptures, he believed he was serving Jesus.
One does not have to be a Christian to see the
faulty reasoning Hill used, nor does one have to be a genius
to realize that he hurt the credibility of the pro-life movement a thousand times more than he helped it.
But for some reason, the mainstream press felt a
need to editorialize about why Hill's actions are. wrong and
how murdering doctors who perform abortions directly
conflicts with true pro-life views.
Obviously. With the exception of a few nuts,
everyone from arch-conservative Catholics to ultra-liberal
atheists have condemned Hill. And it seems doubtful that
those few nuts actually read newspaper editorials.
So, then, comes the question of how to deal with
these nuts that are out there, barrels cocked and loaded,
ready to blast away for Christ. To this, there are no easy
answers. However, there is a way to prevent this sort of
tragedy from happening again.
Hill, and most others who have similar views, at
one time belonged to a major Christian denomination. Hill,
for example, was exconununicated from the Presbyterian
church for preaching that abortion doctors should be killed.
The church should have also made it extremely clear to its
members, and to the public as well, that it does not at all
condone the use of violence in its opposition to aoortion.
Thirty years ago, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
put prospective protesters though harsh tests to make sure
they would never resort to violence. He brought attention to
inequalities though passive resistance. His strategy worked,
and helped pass major civil rights legislation. Perhaps the .
pro-life movement could learn a lesson from this- that the
best way to expose an injustice, as they see it, is though nonviolence. Not to say that the pro-life movement condones
violence, but it has certainly come short of doing all it can to
dissuade its followers from acting out violently.
John Hill has proved, once again, that there are
few deadlier mixtures then religious fanaticism and a gun.
How unfortunate two people had to die to remind us.

Save Distinguished Lecture Series
The Distinguished Lecture Series is perhaps one of ·
the most interesting, educational, and rewarding extracurricular activities students at UCF can attend. Last year,
the series brought influential speakers such as Danny
Glover, Marlin Fitzwater, Phyllis Schlafly, and Sarah
Weddington.
For example, last year the series brought Schlafly and
Weddington to debate Roe v. Wade, the case which
legaiized abortion. Hearing two people so intricately
involved in the case debate the issue almost made the $6
per credit hour activity fee seem justified.
However, this series may not be back in the fall.
UCF's administration has denied a request for matching
funds for the program. Without the matching funds
provided by UCF, the program may not be ;:tble to
continue.
The reason the administration gave for denying the
request was that proper procedure was not followed in
requesting funding. Whether or not procedures were
followed isn't the issue; to lose a program that has given
this campus so much would be a true shame.
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There's more to motorcycles.than you'd think
You find yourself at the limits of your capabilities. What
changes through time as you get older is how you express those
capabilities. At different times in your life, you may express
yourself through sports or poetry, through your relationships or
through your work. What makes it all exciting is to be at that
absolute limit of what you can do or create·. There are a lot of ways
to get there from here. Some will train themselves physically to
have fantastic balance and coordination. Some or even the same
people later ii1 there life will tax their minds and emotions to the
utmost to create their own version of perfection. Some will ride a
motorcycle.
·Tue motorcycle touches upon the most basic primal urges
within man: thedesire for excitement, the need to be in control, yet
slightly out of control, and the knowledge that with a turn of a key
(or the kick starter, on older models), you can go out onto the
roadways to face DEATH.
Facing deathhas been given a bad rap in our society, yetitmay
be one of the most basic ways people discover who they are.
Christians do it on the authority of God when they
follow the command of Jesus: "Except as you are
willing to give up your life for me can you have
eternal life." A lot of people would argue about
whether he meant that figuratively or literally, but
I think he was touching on a universal human
truth ... you have to face death to really appreciate ,
life.
Motorcycles will make you appreciate life.
There are other ways, also, but motorcycles
have a way of being an instant portal through
which we can go beyond the limits of the
ordinary. Call it a natural high, ifyou will, but
there is something about traveling down
the road with the wind whipping across
your face and the asphalt moving seventy
f!liles an hour beneath your feet that lets
you know that you are on the edge. Traveling great distances in this fashion will really test
your stamina
To really get fired up for a long road 'trip
takes great preparation. The physical tools are
fairly simple: clothing that is cool enough for the
day, yet warm enough for the night; spray lubricant (for the
motorcycle, not you); something to sleep on if you are staying
outside and a can of fix-a-flat. The mental requirements are much
tougher. You need to read and understand a copy of 'Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. Well, maybe understanding is
asking a little to much. There is no way someone who has not
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already ridden great distances can understand that book, but ifyou
read it before your first road trip, you will begin to understand.
Once you do start to get the hang ofit, Zen will make the difference
between hours of tedious riding an a adventure of discovery and
a quest for excellence. It's not for everybody, but those with ears
will listen. If you happen to be into drugs, try to find a videotape
of Fasy Rider. I highly discourage any drug
use and motorcycle riding, though- you
don't want to die that fast. Once you have
done all of the above, you are ready to go.
Just be sure to take your Self along; you
may be surprised at what you find when
you get there.
Before you pack up your bags at
the end of the semester, think about
your decision. There was a experienced motorcycle rider who once
drove a car directly in front of an
oncoming motorcycle by accident.
The accident cost him a couple of thousand dollars, but miraculm~sly no one was
hurt. Two things to remember from this. Oneifaperson withover50,000milesofexperience
couldmissseeingamotorcycle,anyonecan.Two
- any time a motorcyclist has a accident with a car
and is not killed, it is a miracle.
If motorcycling is so dangerous, why do I
recommend it? Because you need to have adventure
in yqur life like you need water. Also, some of the
alternatives are not that good. I have a friend who
wanted to join the Navy Seals, mainly for the sake of
adventure. I asked him two questions that the recruitment
ads somehow always manage to leave out. Are you willing
to kill someone and are you willing to die for whatB ill Clinton,
your Commander-in-Chief, thinks is a just cause? By comparison, motorcycles are a non-violent way to start being all
you can be. TO DIE FOR, if it happens like that, but by your
choosing and not someone else's orders. That is freedom, and
more than life, that is really living!
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Whafs with all the hoopla about Apollo 11
I'm motivated by all the hoopla surrounding the 25th
anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing and also by a book that
I recently picked up while taking a break from studying in the
library. It was William Shatner' s account of the TV phenomenon
Star Trek (to jump start all the non-Trekkies out there, he was
Captain Kirk).
Now, what do the Apollo 11 moon shot and Star Trek have
in common? Well, besides the fact that they were both happening
at around the same time, they both served to awaken and stimulate
man's imagination about the exploration of space. Both of them
were engaged in exploring new worlds and going where no man
has gone before. Neil Armstrong's walk on the moon lent
credibility to the adventures of Captain Kirk and crew. The fact
that the U.S. space program was largely driven by the competition
with the Russians was mimicked in Star Trek by the Federation
fighting and compeating with the Romulans and Klingons. I could
go on and on, but while Star Trek continued in syndication and
with a next generation, the U.S. space program seems cancelled
forever for lack of ratings.
Even though billions watched man's first step on the moon
on televison, I'm sure more people know the name of Captain
Kirk's second-in-command then know the name of the second
man to walk on the moon. More people probably recogonize the
name of the starship Enterprise then recogonize the name of the
lunar lander &gle.

...

Whoa! What's this? We interrupt this column for a latebreakingnews flash. IjustreadDavidBarnett' sJuly 27 comments
on my column about abortion and artificial birth control. Well, I
feel I have to reply or people might really think that what I write
about is "incorrect." They wouldn't want to read something
written by someone who is "misinformed" and has fallen into a
''pit of ignorance" (according to David Barnett).
Loyal fans, be sure that what I write about is legitimate. Ifyou
think my explanation for how the pil1 works is made from religious
propaganda, check out these references: The Billings Method, by
Dr. Evelyn Bi11ings & Ann Westmore, page 159, (1980) or page
3 the pamphlet "Facts About Oral Contraceptives" by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, (1984). Or try the
''Contraceptive Technology Update," January 1990, page 5. If
you are still skeptical, contact the group Pharmacist's for Life. ·
Heck, you can even look it up in the Physician's Desk Reference.
Here is a quote from "Choosing a Contraceptive" by the FDA
Consumer Magazine, December 1993: "... progestins keep the
endometrium (uterine lining) from thickening. This prevents the
fertilized egg from implanting in the uterus."
Next, I would like to say how unprofessional it is for an
opinion editor to write such things about one of his columnists.
There was nothing wrong with saying my article was fairly

controversial and he was disappointed with the lack of reader
responses. What gets me is the disrespect in calling me ignorant
and misinformed. I'm not some dumb sucka writing whatever
opinions come to mind. I assume that as an editor, he wants his
paper to be read. So why does he discount what is written in it as
''ridiculous"? People don't want to read ridiculous opinions.
I'm going to hold David Barnett accountable. I don't see
how I can write opinions that people would believe if my
credibility has been sabotaged by my editor. I would be satisfied
by an apology and admission that my column was not "misinformed" or "ignorant."
(Editor's note: Mr. Voor is apparently very upset about what
I wrote last week concerning his controversial article on birth
control. He has argued that what I said in my editorial last week
was out ofline and he has proved that the statements in his column
weren't based on irrational religious ramblings, nor one-sided
religious propaganda. I will admit that referring to Robert as
ignorant and misinfonned may have been hasty, and for that I
apologize. But, I will state that I strongly disagree with many of
his ideas and ideals. However, I will not censor a writer because
his views conflict with mine, and there is room for Robert Voor's
views in this paper. I do not wish to tum his column into ajoke, nor
do I want people to not read him because they may think he isn't
credible. Robert has made some valid commen~~ on other topics
asidefrom religion and religious ideals. I do feel that his statements.promote intolerance, and that does disturb me. It slwuld
disturb most ofyou, and that is why I ran his article. It slwws that
there are people in this world that preach love andpeace, but only
ifitfi!s into their narrow focus on the world. I do not believe in a
God ofany sort. But when I was growing up and was forced to
attend church, I did't believe the God I was taught about would
want his children (Christians) to hate or not be tolerant towards
others just because they are gay, black, handicapped, or clwse to
use birth control. To me, this mentalitY is a slap in theface ofa God
that the Christians love so much, and pretend to understand. If,
Robert, you are trying to bring people into the anns ofyour Lord,
what in the hell makes you think they would want to enter flie
embrace ofan intolerant supreme being? Your God supposedly
·is responsible for everyone on this planet. Did your God put
everyone on this planet the same? Was something in thewaterthat
made evel) 0ne different? I don't think so.
David G. Barnett- Opinion Editor)
1

Beer, bikinis, sexual morality, and, of course, you
•

•
•

•

I have often wondered exactly who was the genius that
made the obvious link between bikinis and beer. Of
course, everyone knows that sex sells. To prove that point,
all one has to do is look at how many cases of beer were
sold last week alone. My question is: Do people honestly
believe that stereotypically perfect, half-naked women
will drop out of the sky on their unsuspecting party simply
because they chose Brand-A beer over Brand-B? Another
question I have relates to who actually picks these women
for the commercials. I would choose more paler-skinned
darker-haired beauties. However, several volumes could
not adequately cover the topic of illusions of beauty, so I
will drop it for now.
Well, you guessed it, it's time for someone else to
ramble on about sex for a while. I figured that everyone
was doing it and it would make me look older, so here it is.
For those of you still wondering how I feel about bikinis
and beer, let's just say that no amount of beautiful women
could get me to buy American beer, even if I chose the
women.
Last week, in a well known newspaper, some association
or another (I will not mention names), shelled out some hard
cash to take out a full page advertisement which basically said
that premarital sex is a bad thing. They used a few misleading
statistics of AIDS deaths and numbers of cases of sexually
transmitted diseases to prove their point. They even offered a
free guide to parents who wanted to teach their kids to say "no"
to premarital sex. Quick aside: "Son (or daughter), we want
you to say 'no' to premarital sex." Who needs a guide?
Anyway, this advertisement is all fine and dandy, but where
does this leave people like me, i.e. anyone who doesn't t.lrink
that premarital sex is s~ch a bad thing?
AIDS is scary. I will admit to that much. I don't even want
to begin speculating about catching such a disease. As with
any situation, however, there are risks to weigh and precautions to take. The advertisement tried to make it sound as if one
in six people having sex wi11 contract AIDS in the next

eighteen months. But, as victims of the onslaught of AIDS
education, we know that it has been proven that risks of
contracting any sexually transmitted disease are reduced
through the practice of safe sex with a single partner.
I have to die of something. I do know that much. If it
happens to be AIDS, then I suppose that it is fate's choice, or
God's choice, or a coincidence, dependfog on how you look
at it. I don't want to die of AIDS, but if I have taken every
reasonable precaution, then I would just have to accept that
fact if it did happen. Giving up sex because someone paid for
an advertisement telling me I was going to die falls in with the
same idea that women are going to fall on a party because they
drink Brand-A beer. The cause and effect relationships in
these two cases are not the same, but the basic premise still is.
The odds that I will contract a sexually transmitted disease
from a safe, single partner relationship are about the same as
the odds that women will come to my next party. Any of my
friends could tell you how unlikely that would be.
lam not trying to persuade people to drop all of their sexual
morals, nor am I trying to tell anyone to forget about being safe
simply because everyone has to die anyway. I just want to say
that there are always choices to make, and decisions should be
based on reasonable precaution. If anyone wanted to be
entirely safe today, the only thing he or she could do would be
to get locked into a closet, eat only stale graham crackers, and
drink only goat's milk. Then, there are still earthquakes,
floods, and tornadoes to worry about. Life is a tough gig, and
safety can only go so far before insanity is reached. Everyone
has to take chances. After all, what good is sexual abstinence
if you get killed crossing Alafaya Trail tomorrow morning?
Think about it.

To quote Jacob Stuart, ''I am shocked!" (Or is that Jim
Philips? I often get them confused.) This applies to the lack of
student response to the abomination of Robert Voor' s odious
articles as well as my own apathy in not submitting my response
to Bob's stupidity. So, with the most humble of apologies, here is
the response that I should have submitted over a week ago.
Religion is often times based on nothing more than faith.
There are no documents or other sources that can verify the things
in the Bible as being true or reliable. It is taken on blind faith that
what is presented in the Bible is factual and is indeed the Word of
God. In other words, no thought or intelligence is required to
believe in God, just slavish obedience to what may or may not be
God's Word. Speaking of no thoughts or intelligence, I'm reminded of Robert Voor's column of abortion and birth control
which appeared in the July 13 edition of The Central Florida
Future.
A major leap of faith is required to discover the supposed link
between artificial birth control and the decline of western civilization. There are no facts or figures presented todocumentorsupport
this contention, only self-serving religious babble that has nothing
to do with the FACTS! This should come as no surprise, however.
It is typical of the fascism being employed by the religious right.
To them, facts and figures are irrelevant and secondary to beliofs.
However, just because a whole bunch of people believes something, doesn't make it true. Columbus proved that point over 500
years ago. (Yes, I know about the Flat Earth Society, but people
also believe Oral Roberts really talks to God, so...)
As surprising as it may seem, Bob did get at least one thing
correct. (Surprise, surprise, surprise!) There are indeed two identifiable purposes for sex: to express love and to reproduce. This is
where Bob's momentary flirtation. with consciousness ends.
Reproduction is in no way superior to the expression oflove. It is
a form oflove's expression. This simple point, though, seems to
be beyond Bob's comprehension. (MaybeoldBob here should be
on the Lake County School Board. You know what they say:
Ignorance loves company.)
In many third world countries, there are countless numbers of
children born into poverty and disease that never have a chance at
life. Those that do live, inevitably continue the cycle of bringing
more doomed children into the world, all in the name ofGod. Why
are all these children born to parents that are ill-equipped to raise
them? Catholic missionaries, in the midst of trying to help these
people; tell them that birth control is wrong. To these people it is
better to bring children into the world to suffer and die before they
ever grow up, than to use their God-given common sense and
practice birth control. We have a .world here that is rapidly
becoming overpopulated, but to Bob, it is more important to be
right than smart.
What if two people in a monogamous relationship decide that
they do not want to have children? Perhaps they can't afford them
or are too busy with their careers to effectively raise kids properly.
Common sense dictates that birth control is the way to go. Bob
wants to dictate to you what you should do in your life. He also
condemns you as selfish and perverted, yet he doesn 'teven know
you. Does anyone else see the inherent stupidity and intolerarice
being put forth by Bob? To make matters worse, Bob even
contradicts himself at the end of his "opinion." He states, ''The act
reserved for conceiving a new human being should be kept
dignified and not be compromised." Fine sentiment, but it contradicts his earlier statement that sex has two purposes: the expression
ofloveandreproduction. Makeupyourmind ! (WHOOSH! What
was that? Oh, the last remnant ofBob's credibility flying out the
window.)
One thing I've noticed in Bob's attempts at intelligent writing
(batting .000 right now) is that he is extremely homophobic. He
cannot even mention gays without using words like "abomination" and "perverse." Gay people are completely normal. There is
nothing perverse or abominable about thern. Just because being
gay is not normal for you, Bob, doesn't mean that it's not normal
for others. There is no proof otherwise, no matter what two
throwaway references in the Bible say. I'd say that old Bob has a
few skeletons in his closet that he'd like desperately to forget.
(Hmnun. Perhaps "closet" is an unfortunate term ... )
Finally, let me say that it's not Bob's religion I find
offensive, it's his conduct that is an abomination. There are
many Christians in this world who are intelligent and enlightened and who have a clue. (No, Bob, I'm not talking about you.
Go watch Rush Limbaugh or something.) Sitting idly by and
letting people like Robert Voorpromote ignorance and stupidity is as bad as the supposed writing that Bob has graced The
Future with. Let's get off our collective ass and let everyone
know that intelligence is alive and well at UCF!
(A sidebar to Brynner Yee: Here's something to think
about before you go extolling the virtues of conservative
Republican thought. Robert Voor is part of that group. Scary,
huh?)
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L7
Lighter Shade of Brown

Sir Mix·A·Lot

Layin' in the Cut
(Polygram)

Chief Boot Knocka
(American)

Lighter Shade of Brown is
out with Layin' in the Cut and it's
surely not going to disappoint.
This I I-track CD is low key and
flows much better than their previous releases. Track 11, "Hey
DJ" could possibly go down as
one of the greatest hip-hop songs
since Grandmaster Flash and the
Furious Five came out with "White
Lines."
It has everything good converging at once: . smooth beats,
hard bass, and flowing lyrics. They
even throw props out with old ·
school references such as, "can I
get a diggi dang dang diggi diggi,"
which is an obvious reference to
the founding fathers, Sugar Hill
Gang.
The rest of the CD is slightly
less, yet still amazing in it's own
right. Their rapping skills have come
a long way since Hip Hop Locos,
and it definitely shows. From beginning to end it hits, they stick with
their style, and that I can respect.

Sir Mix-A-Lot is back and
he hasn't lost a step. He comes
back with Chief Boot Knocka and
regains the legend status that won
him award after award with
"Baby's got Back.':
He hits hard and retains the
shock value with a track entitled,
"Put 'em on the Glass" which is
about well-endowed females pulling up next to the Mack and flashing their breasts. Which, of course,
could only happen to the Daddy.
Mix really knows how to appreciate the finer things in life!
His beats are .deeper, and
wfth the right system this CD could
have Orlando's finest knocking at
your door. If you' re alredy a Mix
fan then I guarantee you ' ll like
this CD. However, if you're not
sure and just looking for something new, this ain't the one.
The Mack preaches about
fat pockets, fat behinds and fat
cars- ·things he knows all too
well. The cover summs it up, a
picture of the Mack in. Las Vegas
with fine bitches all around and
him wearing the fat diamonds with
the fur coat. The Mack is Back.

Hungry For Stink
(Slash/ Reprise)
With a brand new release
and an opening slot (no pun intended)
on this year's
Lollapalooza tour, L7 seemed to
be geared and primed for another
media-hyped year.
Bricks Are Heavy, their
1992 album, broke L 7 into the
mainstream and· this year's Hungry For Stink will leave them as
much a mainstay · as, say, Joan
Jett.
L7 continue in their "Riot
Grrrls" tradition with soon to be
"foxcore" classics like "Shirley,"
"Freak Magnet" and "Can I Run."
"Shirley" is the best example of
what L7 are all about, as they
relive the story of Shirley
Muldouney, the first woman to
compete in an NHRA drag racing
competition.
Much like Shirley, L7 are
trying·to overcome the adversities
of being an all-female band in a
male dominated occupation.
The only weak link here is
the opener "Andres," in which
they sound like a parody of themselves. Other than that, L7 rock
just as hard as most guy bands, so
get this disc, because if you don't,
they might beat you up!
•Tom DiPaolo

~
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The first two to chll or stop by the office,
near the UC7 Theaters, with the correct
an~wer win a pair of tickets to the show.

Gall '823-8054
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UF·FM TOP TEN
<RANKINGS BASED ON AIRPLAY)
1 Opusill

Guru Mother

EPM
'J

2 Messiah

21st Century Jesus

American

3 The Beastie
Boys

Ill Communication

Capitol

4 Future Sound
of London

Lifeforms

Astralwerks

•

5 Mortal Kombat

The Album

Vernon Yard

-

6 Colour Club

Colour Club

JVC

7 Transformer 2

Transformations

Round&
Round

8 Nice and Smooth Jewel Of The Nile

RAL

9 Jab Wobble-'s
Take Me To God
Invaders of the Heart

Island

.,

•

Bile

SuckPum/i
(Energy)
Sinister

Mobbin 4 Life
(lnterscope)
Sinister is another of the recent hardcore gangsta' rappers to
come out of South Central Los
Angeles. He, unlike another L.A.
rapper, Dr. Dre, was 'actually a
gangster and believes in y;hat he
says, and doing it for money isn't
a reason for Sinister, who has just
released Mobbin 4 Life.
This CD contains 16 tracks,
three of which are interludes. His
style is laid back on every track,
telling tales of how life is in the
'hood. The beats are complex and
. clear, with the lyrics driving home
the point. Track four, " Life of a
Sinner," draws on previous experiences in his life and the improper
routes he often had to take to deal
with them.
In his biography he explains
that he can't even leave his house
anymore for fear of being shot.
One thing is for sure, thougheven though he doesn, t get out
much, his message does.

Motorcaster

Stay Loaded
(lnterscope)
Motocaster is a rough-roe king trio from Raleigh, North Carolina. Their latest release, Stay
Loaded, is good advice from the
Carolinians, especially if your going to listen to this CD straight
through. It is one decibel louder
than ear-piercing.
This band has a sort of punk/
grunge sound with a twang - they
are what I like to call southern
gfunge.
Their sound is loud guitars,
pounding drums, and screaming
vocals - screaming about some
chick that loves him and he still
knows it.
Their effect is similar to that
of Seattle's Mudhoney, except this
band is louder and slightly less
melodic (if you can imagine that).

There are two sorts of indus ·
trial music: compositions which are
played loudly to enl!ance their creativity (i.e. Skinny Puppy, Pigface)
and continuous streams of synthesized racket which are played loudly
to crawl under the skin of others. I'll
let you guess which category this
New York band falls under.
What could a band like this be
thinking?
Let's see,if we tum up this an1p
really loud, feed in some distortion,
and, uh, play the same beat we heard
in some other bands' songs, thow in a
tad of sampling and write cool lyrics
about guts and hate, we'll sell records
.. .Maybewecanappealtothatcrowd
ofsuicidal school kids with lyrics like,
''You are a f-ing loser! You are
nothing! You are nothing!" and repeat them over and over and over
again .... We'll be COOL.
Music quality aside, Energy
records gets kudos for the CD's packaging; the jewel box is molded from
plastic which is the exact color of you gues.sed it - bile.
•Cynthia Conlin
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The Reverend is too hot Ll\7E live
_Mother Tongue, Coma,
forSoundgarden and UMI Uve
played the Edge July
31.
I must have broken a mirror
earlier this week. How else could
one explain having to sit through a
band like Mother Tongue, a group
that I earlier referred to as the worst
band I had ever seen, not once, but
two nights in a row? 'Nuff said!
I eagerly anticipat.ed the second band Coma, whichis fronted by
the original lead singer from Saigon
Kick, Matt Kramer. This was one of

•

•

by TOM DIPAOLO

Axis music critic

Kim Thail (left) teams up with Chris Cornell at the Edge.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

..
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out chaos.
I'm usually not thrilled about seeing
a band that's as mellow as Live, in a
such a free-for-all environment, but
when it's all said and done, Live
deliver. Lead vocalist Edward
Kowalczyk looked like a 14-yearold concentration camp victim, yet
had the energy and vigor of a world
class athlete. Kowalczyk is to Live
what Cobain was to Nirvana. Live
come across a lot harder when in
concert then they do on disc. Long
gone are the days of the short haired,
See LIVE, page A4

Slashing through the night with Stabbing rnestwar~
photo/SWANCEY

•

Kramer's first appearances since leaving the band. He was replaced by their
lead guitarist earlier last year, a move
that led to the demise of the ''new"
Saigon Kick. Needless to say, Matt's
moved on and hooked up with a new
bandthatsounds betterthan ever. Coma
can't help but sound a lot like Saigon
Kick, especially with their layered harmonies. But they definitely don't have
the commercially acceptable, radio
friendly sound that made Saigon a
crossover success. There's an eerie
mood conveyed by the long song structures, as they build from serenity to all

Au~ust

Wet mulch and clove cigarettes permeated the air at the outerEdge Friday evening. One thing was
sure - alternative music would be
played tonight. Doc Martens were
at a surplus, and heads looked like
the :op of a multi-colored Sno-cone.
Reverend Horton Heat took
the stage and failed to disappoint as
theirroughrock-a-billy stylequickly
whipped the crowd into a frenzy.
· The loud vocals and steamy slapstyle stand-up bass soon had everyone forgetting the rain and concentrating on the music at hand. Their
'set was over too soon, but it was
enough to get the wet crowd primed
for the main event - Soundgarden.
The majority of the people
were either in line for beer or the
bathroom. Suddenly, the first bass

line echoed, bringing large numbers
toward the stage like flocks of religious worshippers to their god Chris Cornell.
Soundgarden took the stage
and refused to relinquish it for the
next two hours. They played something from every album, including
"Jesus Christ Pose" and "Rusty
Cage" from Badmotorfinger, and
the title track as well as "Black Hole
Sun" and "Spoon Man" from their
latest release, Superunknown.
The show wasn't musically
unsatisfying, but the overall effect
was rather uninspiring due to the
lack of crowd interaction. They were
also very dry, showing little emotion and doing nothing out of the
ordinary- we could have stayed
home and watched MTV. As fcp-as
entertainment goes, ~oundgarden
could stand to learn a thing or two
from the Reverend.

Welcome back to another
rainy outdoor show at the Edge. Actually, itwasn'treallyrainey outside,
but the Swiss cheese-like shed accommodations the Edge occasionally provides don't really hold any
water.
Despite having an extremely
limited amount of time to perform,
local favorites Cluj started things off
.by combining an eerie look with a
weird Gothic rock sound that should
have record labels taking notice. Add
a special guest appearance by exAlter Ego bassist/Peaches employee
Cooper Ladnier, and you get a well
rounded four-piece that would've
been even better if time allowed Just
when I thought I had seen the worst

bandinAmerica(Geggy-Tah)acouple
of weeks ago, along come signed act
Mother Tongue. This band sucked so
badthatthesoundoftherainonthetop
of the tin roof sounded better in coµiparison! The lead singer/bassist emulated Flea from the Chili peppers so
much that the only thing he was missing was a sock on his c-ck.
Tearing up the stage like a sonic
tornado, Stabbing Westward came
roaring out with a sound bigger than
Rush Limbaugh's posterior. The five
guys made more noise than an entire
symphony. Bl~e it on the acoustics
from the tin shed, but Stabbing Westward were so loud, it felt like my ears
were going to bleed. Louder than
bombs, man. Before I saw this band
live, I basically had written these guys
off as Nine Inch Nails rip-offs. But
these u s fuse a lot of different ele-

ments, such as three different ctr:im
kits (kind of reminded me of seemg
Ministry on the In Case You Didn't
Feel Like Slwwing Up video )and a
keyboardist that had down Roddy
Bottum's(fromFaithNoMore) frantic playing style down pat. They did
their best to get all 150 people who
bothered showing up on this most
dreary night .into the groove . but due
to lack of exposure, this was an ex- ·
tremely difficult task. I'm always
skeptical about seeing an "industrial
influenced" band live because they
have a lot of pre-recorded instruments being played as well as the
band themselves playing. Although
this was the case tonight, the band
needed little help from their computers and relied mostly on their technical skill. Tosaytheleast,itwasanight
of eardrum blowin rock 'n roll.

DEANA'S SKIN ART STUDIO
TATTOOS
Licensed, Award Winning
Individual expression
Female Artist Deana Lippens

with a lifetime uarantee

· 10% Student/Faculty., discount
(('111- Onh \

SrylEs
fl.

•

OF THE

crb 1IMES1NC.
HAIRDRESSING SALON
~----------------,
1$10
off full set of Acrylic nails 1

L_i~~~~~:~~~~~~l_J
\Ve Carry:

•Sebastion
•Nexus
•Aveda
•Paul Mitchell
•Biolage
~' e are a Full Service Salon
Hours:
l\Ion. 9-5
Tue~-Fri. 9-8
~at.

9-i

For Appointment
Call 277-3766
l 1790 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Florida 32817
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Journey ends In a Pig s Valise

UYE, from page A3

1

clean shaven, wet behind the ears, was surprisingly unpretentious and
young fresh fellows that burst upon thanked the crowd for "having fuem."
the music scene. Live, it seems, have When all is said and done, Live is a
matured in look as well as in their great live band.
music. They combine socially intri- l'l!""'!"'!'.....,.......1111111111111..,..........,..111111111111-......,......,""""' •
in the arm, making his Fritos fly except for James Taxi, played by cate lyrics fused with tightly arranged
onto the lady in the row in front of the gorgeous Stuart Maxwell, were melodies. Live primarily tore through
us).
exaggerated caricatures. The best songsfromtheirlatestoffering,ThrowAs the lights flickered, the character, according to my boy- ing Copper, but when they went back
hostess called the audience to atten- friend, was Shrimp Bucket, played tothenowclassicMentallewelry, the
tion with a plea for help; "Our byTomSherohman.lfoundShrimp crowd went nuts. It looked like huntheater is poor and an infectious Bucket to be a sweaty cross between dredsofspaced out kids on pogo sticks
apathy is creeping from Tampa to Jimmy Swaggart and Elvis. Jason,_ were invadin the Ed e! The band
Orlando on the East-West." I didn't on the other hand, insisted that Eric ~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~I
tell her that we took I-4, because I Pinder, playing Zoot, was the most
didn't think it was that important.
talented. I truly was amazed with
fi:A
~
The lights flickered again, Delores, who played an ethnic
USED
TRADE-IN
accompanied by wafts of dry ice dancer. She danced on stage almost
and music signifying the opening the whole time - even in her sleep!
CD'S
CD'S
act. In croons, this awesome lookMy companions almost
ing guy played the Rob Lowe, de- choked me when they discovered
tective type. He was a very good that it was a musical, but they then
singer, too. My two companions repeated the jokes and recalled the
immediately started to squirm, giv- scenes almost incessantly for hours
_ ing me dirty looks, but when Alice afterwards. So, they can't tell me
Farfax, who played Delores con they didn'tenjoythemselves. In fact,
"Leche Sambaed on stage, their at- . as I write this, they are laughing
tention was drawn to the stage.
now, even though the car won't
The story, written by former start, and they are stuck in sunny
TheDaysandNightsofMollyDodd Orlando for one more night. I wonwriter Eric Overmyer, was full of der if they w~nt to rent Annie, now
word plays and cheesy jokes and that their theatrical horizons -have
had an extremely intricate, imagi- been expanded? I think I'll wait till
native plot. The prerecorded music there car is fixed before I suggest it.
In a Pig's Valise is a must see
wassometimeslouderthanthesingers, but from what I heard of it , the for the fans of Naked Gun, Johnny
&
singing was well done. Unfortu- Dangerously, and Sam Spade. Ticknately; this musical would have been ets are $15 and the play runs until
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
August 6th at the Theatre Downmuch better without the music.
ALO MA AVE. & ·43 6 IN THE SEMO RAN
The set utilized the small town. For more information call the
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK. .
space the stage provided while still box office at 841-0083.
407-677-8897
allowing plenty .of room for the
MONDAY-SATURDAY
11-8, SUNDAY 12-5
dance routines. All the characters,

Axis writer takes the long way to the Theatre Downtown
by ANDI JOHNSON
Axis theater critic

My boyfriend travelled 120
miles south to see me in Orlando,
and he said, "Oh, I forgot to return a
video at home ...."
I groaned, but agreed to go
with him to return it, on the conditi on that we would be back in time to
see In a Pig's Valise at Theatre
Downtown at 8:00. So, we drove
the 120 miles back to the Blockbuster in Port Saint Lucie and
dropped off the video.
Did I forget to mention that
his car has no air conditioning, and
he only bought me one Whopper,
despite the protestations of my digestive tract? And you thought
Scrooge was frugal!
Anyway, wedrove200miles
west to pick up his roommate in
Tampa. They were commencing a
vacation to Boston and were supposed to meet at my place here in
sunny Orlando.
So, three hours later, 'we arrived at Jason's house, and I said,
"Get in the car. We have to leave
NOW. Oh, and thanks for offering
to drive to Orlando, Jason!"
At 7:45, we made it to down:town Orlando. I was starving. My
head was killing me. I wanted to
ring my boyfriend's n~ck, but, no, I
had to act civil because I was in a
public place (okay, so I did hit him

8

WAXTREE

WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
; TRADE YOUR CD'S TAPES.

~~~~~~~~~~~
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$50,000 REWAR-D FOR

Student Legal Services

Entry forms and contest rules available at Post Time Lounge & Cafe
.
from any staff member.

Problems With:

Contest applicants must be 18 years old and up!

•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

A local competition starting on thursday, June 23rd and continuing every thursday Night for the next eight weeks. ( Limited
to 10 contestants per week)

Need:

Contestants will appear first in a western wear outfit, and then in a
· swimsuit outfit. Tee-back/thongs are not permitted.

•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution

Weekly winners:
1st Place $200 and prizes
2nd Place Prizes

UCF's Student Legal Services
provides free
.t
legal consultation and repr~sentative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room 210
Monday--Friday 8am-5pm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

tfl

Grand Finals, August 18th
Grand prize winner advances to the national finals in las Vegas,
Nevada on December 1st for $50,000!
,

•$500 in Jewelry from International Diamond Center
•$300 Gift Certificate from Western Boot World
•All Expense paid trip for two to Las Vegas
•and more...

Post Time Thanks the following sponsors:
K-92FM, Continental Airlines, Glamour Shots,
Western Boot World, International Diamond
Center, Banana Boat Sun Care
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2500 S. Highway 17-92, Long Wood (407) 834-9396
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r· Baseball players ready to walk out

University
Apartments

•

on dream season come August 12
Dr. Richard C. Crepeau
GUEST COLUMN

•

•

The ironies are rich. On the
day that the Major League Baseball Players Association set a
strike date, Kenny Rogers of the
Texas Rangers pitched a perfect
game. It was also the anniversary
of Lhe U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in the infamous Curt Flood
case. Perfection and disruption
met on the date in baseball history
that makes the beginning of the
end for the reserve clause, setting
baseball on the road to free agency,
the basic issue over this strike will
take place beginning August 12.
The issues are relatively
simple, and the reason for the strike
is even simpler. The players have
no choice; they must strike. If
they do not, the owners will simply declare an impasse in negotiations sometime during the winter
and then unilaterally impose a salary cap that would end free agency,
and as a result the balance of power
that has been singing in favor of
the · players since the mid-70's
would turn back to the owners.
All that has been won by the players would be lost.
The other issue is over salary arbitration, a right won by the
players in a collective bargaining,

which has been highly instrumental in causing the significant
growth in player's salaries. Owners say it must end, that it is killing
them. A salary cap would render
salary'arbitration moot.
But this is a point on which
there may be some room for negotiation between the parties. Conceivably, the players could offer
some flexibility on arbitration procedures and eligibility, or agree to
some limits of salary awards
within the process. This might
bring the owners some relief, while
keeping free agency in tact.
But is this the right time for
players to begin to pull back and
give ownership any relief? Owners claim they are losing money .
but offer no proof. In fact, almost
every economic indicator shows
that money is being made by ownership. No one has gone out of
business over finances. The claims
by owners that small market team~
are suffering have not been substantiated, and there are those who
would point out that in the free
market, smaller markets that can't
survive should be replaced by
newer markets that are more profitable. If Pittsburgh can't sufficiently support the Pirates , then
perhaps
St.
Petersburg,
Vancouver, or Orlando could. No
city has an absolute right to a
major league baseball franchise.
In short, no one has been able to

substantiate their economic woes.
One is reminded of Donald
Fehr' s remarks of several years
ago that there are two constants in
baseball: there is never enough
pitching, and no one ever made
any money. The former is a truism, while the latter remains an
empty lament.
What we have here is a
struggle within an extremely lucrative industrY, over the destination of profits. It's a struggle between the rich and the even richer.
For nearly a century, owners monopolized profits and power within
baseball. For the past two decades,
the balance has been shifting. At
this point, there is simply no reason why the players should agree
to give up their new found power,
and the only way for them to retain it is to-go on strike August 12
to prevent ownership from imposing a salary cap. If they don't
strike, they'll lose all the money
they have gained since the arrival
of Marvin Miller as the head of
the MLBP~. It really is tQ.at
simple.
If the owners are determined
to reverse the trends of the past
twenty years, it could be a very
long strike, and it could be spring
training before major league baseball returns.
Richard Crepeau is head of
the history department at UCF. He
wrote this column f9r the Future.

Across from UCF!
*Under- New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments from
$360 ( 1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedrooms).

•Walking distance from UCF
•Covered Parking
•Laundry facilities
•Pool
•Central Heat and Air Conditioning

Enquire about our free rent special!
University
Pasture
~
12017 Sloan Drive
----~---~ ~
Orlando, Fl. 32826
Sloan
(407)273-4097
Office hours (M-F) 9-5pm (Sat.) 12-4pm

e-t~(611fll'ILI
ROADWAY PA-CKAGE SYSTEM;

.

YEAR-ROUND PART-TIME
.JOBS AVAILABLE AS

- PACKAGE

)a
~),

l

po~lons~~g~~i!~~ans sem~

These
and
trailers with packages weighing up to 100 lbs. (avg. weight is 20 lbs.)
• Earn $7 /hr. while you stay in shape.
• Tuition assistance after 30

d~ys.

• Work 3 to 5 hrs. a day.

Look for our UCF Fooiball preview
Sadly, this is the last is- Knights throughout the sea- comes to sports look to the
sue of the summer.On the son. So remember, when it Future.
brighter side, that gives us more rr===..-....=========================::::;-A
<ft

timetoprep¥eforour"Fall
Extravaganza," which will be
coming out August 23. That

-. means we here at the sports
section have even more time
• to prepare for UCF Football
Preview.
We'll be followin the

~T~

•Monday-Friday workweek. No weekends!
• Work the shift that best fits your class schedule:
2:30 am - 7:30 am or 5:30 pm· 10:30 pm
• Opportunities for advancement into management with a
$1 BIWON proven leader in the small package delivery market
and the fastest growing subsidiary of $4.2 Billion Roadway
Services, Inc.

Apply in person
9 am - 2 pm • Monday - Friday

PINKERTON
SECURITY SERVICES

Needed; Full or part time personnel
Flexible Shifts available to fit your schedule.
Class "O'! security license or certificate required
$5.25PH after training
$6.SOPH for temporary specials
(407)332-7600

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. INC.
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
Orlando, FL
EO/AAE

Fast. Easy. Cheap.
Future classifieds

Kaplan and get
~a higHer score...
take

•
•
p1zzer1a
Class Starts July 27, 1994

Class Starts August 20, 1994

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The Answer to the test question

282-0505
Located across from U.C.F.,
next to the UC6 theaters
We Deliver!
Saturday and Sunday night
$2.99 pitchers
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Horace Grant is just happy to be in Orlando
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The biggest story last week
was the Orlando Magic winning
the NBA Championship... well,
maybe. The elusive missing link
that is supposed to make the Magic
a serious contender came in the
form of power forward Horace
Grant. The Magic traded away Scott
Skiles to the Washington Bullets
for basically nothing to free up
salary cap dollars to sign Grant.
Skiles was thelastremainingmember of the Magic's original expansion draft and a real class act. Good
luck, Scotty.
In other basketball news,
Danny Manning became a member of the Phoenix Suns. Pervis
Ellison signed with the Boston
Celtics for a reported $12 million
over six years. The Clippers hired
Bill Fitch as their new coach, and
Chicago Bull's free agent forward
Scott Williams signed a seven-year
deal with the 76ers.
Over the weekend, Michael
Jordan blasted the lone homerun of
his glorious baseball c_areer and no
one captured the moment on camera. Jordan has offered money to
anyone that does have a video of
the event.
Texas Ranger's pitcher
Kenny Rogers etched his name in the
record books by pitching a perfect
game Thursday night against theAngels. His performance marked the
first perfect game ever thrown by a
left-hander in the American League,
and only the 12th perfect game in the
history of Major League Baseball.
Sunday night Matt Williams
sent two shots out of the yard to take
sole possession of the Major League
homerun lead at 40.
The league also did end up
finding cork in Albert Belle's bat and
he was finally suspended for a reduced seven games.
TheMajorLeaguePlayersAssociation set up August 12th as the
probable date for the baseball strike.
Florida State University announced suspensions for four players that were involved in the "shopping spree" incident first reported by
Sports Illustrated. Linebacker Derrick Brooks was suspended for two
games along with running back Tiger McMillon. Lineman Patrick
lMcNeil was suspended for three
games and lineman Forrest Conoly
was suspended indefinitely until his
exactmvolvementcan be determined. I
The investigations could soon focus
onolherFloridaschoolsbecauseagent I
representative, Nate Cebrun, admitted to giving money to players at
olher schools.
1
1
The Orlando Predators improved to IO-Oby beating the Cleveland Thunderbolts41-32, but all was
not well. ThePredsstruggledthrough- I
out and lost starting QB Ben Bennett
to a knee injury. Bennett has a slight j
tear of his posterior cruciate. The
Pred have clinched homefield advantage throughout !he playoffs and
hope to have Bennett ready for the
playoff: .

l

I

I
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Horace Grant signed a contract with the Orlando Magic
early Saturd11y morning in which he will earn $24 million
over the next six years. Grant does have an escape clause. ,

TheNBAmay have prevented
the Orlando Magic from getting the
number one selection in the NBA
Draft by implementing a new system, but no system could prevent
the Magic from grabbing the number one free agent.
His name is Horace Grant,
and he could possibly turn out to be
the key element the Magic have
been in search of since the arrival of
Shaquille O'Neal.
In a league short of power
forwards, the Magic managed to
land the most coveted free agent
power forward available.
The 6-foot-10, 235-pound
All-Star signed with the Magic Friday and simultaneously quenched
their incessant thirst for a rebounder,
shot-blocker and 15-point scorer.
However, free throw shooting is the one part of Horace's game
that is sorely lacking, as he shot only
.596% last season. Championships
are won and lost at the line, and now
the Magic have ~wo players equally
capable of clanking shots from the
charity stripe.
Qf course, to pull off this free
agent robbery, the Magic had to free
up a salary slot. They did this by
trading veteran point guard Scott
Skiles and a first-round draft pick in
1996 to the Washington Bullets for
a second round choice in the same
year and "future considerations."
To sign Grant, the Magic had
to free up a $2.1 million salary slot.
Dennis Scott might have been the

happiest about the Skiles deal , as an
earlier deal with Sacramento would
have sent Spud Webb to the Magic
for Skiles, forcing Dennis Scott and
his '94-'95 salary of $3.3 million to
be wai ved.
From the beginning, Grant let
it be known that money wouldn 't
play a role in his decision making.
"If money was the top priority I was concerned with, I would be
with the Clippers [Los Angeles] ,"
he said at a recent press conference
The robbery came when the
Magic took Grant from three other
teams who were offering him at
least $4 million.
He accepted a deal that will
payhim$2. l million the first year of
a six-year deal that includes a oneyear escape clause.
Orlando has a chance to become a dynasty, which excites both
Orlando and Horace.
"I want to bring a championship character to this organization, ... I
feel completely reborn with a fresh
start," said Grant.
The paramount element essential to any championship team is chemistry, and .it's already apparent when
speaking to Grant.
"I would say Shaq and Penny
have the traits that it took in Chicago to
getthreechampionships.Beingateam
player, training on your own ... and
working after practice," said Grant.
If this team plays together only
half as well as they seem to think they
will, they '11 be a "big" force to reckon
withintheNBAforyearstocome,and
One Magic Place will become just
that.
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Predators stave off defeat, beat Cleveland 41-32
O Orlando wins the
.· · b I
dIVISIOn, Ut OSeS

their quarterback, as
Ben nett SUffers knee
injury due tO Sack.

by SEAN DEVANEY
Staff writer

The Orlando Predators captured their third consecutive ·division title on Friday, beating the
Cleveland Thunderbolts4 l-32. The
win did not come without cost, however.
Quarterback Ben Bennett,
the leading passer in Arena football,
was injured when he was sacked for
a safety in the second quarter. Xrays taken later determined he suffered a partial tear of the posterior
cruciate ligament in his right knee.
It is unclear ifBennett will return for
the playoffs. Since the Predators
have clinched the division title, they
can afford to rest Bennett for the
final two games.
Orlando was a 28 point favoritecomingintothegame.Cleveland
was able to hang with the Preds, due
in largeparttoBrianMitchell'skicking. Mitchell used his dropkick sty le
to kick four field goals and score 16
points.
Barry Wagner put in his usual
olid performance, scoring
Orlando's first two touchdo" ns and
adding another in the third quarter.
He did not take home the M.V.P.

award, though. That went to the
Predator's exciting return man,
Herkie Walls. Walls came up big in
the second quarter. Cleveland had
cut Orlando's lead to 13-1 l when
Walls took the ensuing kickoff and
exploded up the middle for a 50yard touchdown. Walls also scored
in the thira quarter on a 12-yard
reception from backup quarterback,
Duke Tobin.
Tobin, who started the secondhalf, played well in relief ofBen
Bennett. He completed six of nine
passes, two for touchdowns, and
was picked off once. Tobin will
most likely start Orlando's final two
games.
The Preds will play their final regular sc:aso n game in
"The Jungle"
this Saturday
against Arizona. They will
finish the regular season at
Tampa Bay before returning
to "The Jungle"
for the playoffs.
0 n e
Predator who is
really starting
to heat up is
Friday's
lronman of the

The former Butkus award winner
from Florida State rambled off a 39
yard run in the third quarter and
finished with 54 yards rushing on
four carries. In his past four games,
McGowan has recorded five sacks,
16 tackles, forced a fumble and recovered a fumble. Yet he believes
he can play better.
"I played well, but I need to
be more consistent," he said, commenting on Friday's game
Despite his team's loss, Cleveland coach Earle Bruce felt his team
played well. "Mitchel] played a hell
of a game, and I think we had a good
chance to win," he said after Friday's
game. "The illegal defense call really hurt us. That was the turning

point." B~cewasreferringtoacall ,~

in the third quarter when Orlando
was kicking a field goal. The field
goal was good, but the illegal de- •
fense call gave the Predators a first
down. Wagner scored a touchdown
on the next play for Orlando.
The Predators will now have
to overcome their biggest obstacle
of the season, the loss of Bennett. ,,
The defense will have to step up and
make the plays they've been making.
The two upcoming games should get Orlando primed for the
playoffs. But without Bennett, the
Predators stand a chance of losing 'f>
their undefeated record. However,
ifFriday's game was any indication,

MATTEY /Future

game, Paul Brenard Clark and Wayne Dickson are two reasons the Orlando Predators
Mc G 0 w an · defense has come up big this season. The Predators remain undefeated.
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